
King of Hell 1001 

Chapter 1001: A Blessing In Disguise 

“It is because of the plague!” Zhuge Feng said firmly, “10 years ago, everyone in the Yongan City was on 

the verge of life and death, and the plague was raging. Yuehua regarded Yongan City as his home and all 

of you as his relatives, so even if he had to sacrifice everything, he wanted to save all of you.” 

“He tried to get himself infected with the plague, tried various medicines to restrain the spread of the 

plague, and in the end, he finally found medicinal pills to treat the plague. However, in his own 

attempts, his dantian suffered damaged. He could no longer condense the spiritual fire, and he could no 

longer refine pill!” 

Under the city wall, everyone in Yongan City looked disbelief as if they were struck by lightning. 

Zhuge Feng continued, “He sacrificed his own future and his talent as a doctor for all of you. But, how 

did you treat him? You spread the rumors released by Li Zhenyu to hurt him and slander him? You ask 

your own conscience, can you face yourself and your relatives who survived 10 years ago?” 

Someone in the crowd was sobbing low, and everyone’s eyes were filled with regret and self-blame. 

Master Yuehua suddenly took a step forward, pressed Zhuge Feng’s shoulder and said with a hoarse 

voice, “Brother Zhuge, don’t say any more. I… I don’t feel pain. You see, didn’t I get a blessing in 

disguise? If Xi Yue didn’t see through my dantian was hurt in a glance, I wouldn’t believe in him. If I 

didn’t believe in him, Xiaotian’s disease wouldn’t be treated, and I wouldn’t get so many cloud marrow 

pill… I don’t feel regret at all. Instead, I feel very good; very content!” 

He looked at the people under the city wall and said loudly: “Yongan City is my home, and everything I 

do is my willingness, and I never regret it.” 

“If you really want to thank me Yuehua, then please pass on all the thanks to me to Xi Yue. It was Xi Yue 

who made me reborn and qualified to be a doctor again. Xi Yue’s kindness to me, even if I spend my 

entire life, I can’t repay it!” 

“Master Yuehua, my life was saved by you more than 10 years ago. Xi Yue is your benefactor and he is 

equivalent to our benefactor! I’m willing to repay Miracle Healer Xi on behalf of Master Yuehua. As long 

as Miracle Healer Xi has any order, I, Zhao Ting, will execute complain!” 

“Me too!” 

“From then on, Miracle Healer Xi is our most distinguished guest in Yongan City!” 

“Yes, if anyone dares to slander Miracle Healer Xi again, I will never let him go!” 

Hexi, who had just walked down the city wall, suddenly heard the earth-shaking shouts inside and 

outside the city wall. 

Although the shouts were not uniform at all, they were all mixed with her name - Miracle Healer Xi. 

She was taken aback for a moment, and she couldn’t help but shook her head and chuckled. 



Nangong Yu on the side stretched out his hand to bring her into her arms, and he whispered in a slightly 

sour tone, “Little girl, I really want to hide you. Why no matter where you go, you will be the focus of 

everyone’s attention? They can’t look away from you at all.” 

Hexi grabbed his hand and smiled slyly, “What? Is Lord King of Hell jealous?” 

Nangong Yu stretched out his hand, scratched the tip of her nose and hugged her tighter into his arms, 

“Xi’er, I’m just afraid… the better you are, the more afraid I will be that one day you will leave me!” 

Chapter 1002: Brag 

Nangong Yu was startled slightly, then he couldn’t help letting out a deep laugh. He lowered his head 

and kissed her lightly before he smiled smugly, “Well, Xi’er is right. I’m so excellent, which woman in this 

world is worthy of me? Even Xi’er barely meets my standard!” 

Barely? Hexi kicked the person away, and said with an annoyed smile, “Stop bragging!” 

The clear and pleasant laughter spread throughout the entire Lanxiang Courtyard. It was filled with 

endless happiness and sweetness. 

However, this kind of laughter was like poison in Lu Zhixi’s ears in the east wing of the Lanxiang 

Courtyard, making her clench her fists tightly. 

=== 

Although on the wall, Zhuge Feng had announced the outcome of the match between Hexi and Fairy 

Zhixi’s medical skills. 

However, in the past 3 days, people kept coming to inquire about Zhuge Xiaotian’s condition. 

After all, Fairy Zhixi almost cured Zhuge Xiaotian on that day, but in the end, the disease had relapsed 

not more than 3 days. 

Even Fairy Zhixi and Ren Xueling, although full of shame and resentment, still stayed in Lanxiang 

Courtyard. 

Everyone wanted to see the real result of the medical skills competition. 

However, after 3 days, most of the people who participated in the gamble were disappointed. 

Because Zhuge Xiaotian’s condition was getting better and better, people could even see him walking in 

the sun on the streets of Yongan City. 

His face was ruddy and full of energy. How could he look strangely ill? 

On this day, Hexi was enjoying a leisurely tea and playing chess with Nangong Yu in the west wing of 

Lanxiang Courtyard. 

Qing Long, Bai Hu, Gu Liufeng and others also spent rare and leisurely days in the yard. 

Zhuge Feng had promised to bring Divine Soul Jade to Hexi tonight, so if nothing happened, after 

tomorrow, they planned to leave Yongan City when they received the gamble funds from Yongan City. 



Suddenly, a few people rushed in from the courtyard, led by Ren Xueling and Li Zhenyu, who was still 

covered with gauze. 

Li Zhenyu fell from the city wall that day. Although he would not die, he broke 3 ribs and fractured his 

left leg. 

It could be said that he suffered a lot. 

In particular, his reputation nowadays was even more ruined. People walking on the street were 

pointing to him, and his sect even used inscribed jade slip to announce that his position as the sword-

holding elder was removed. 

Li Zhenyu’s life went smoothly whether in his family or in Yunlan Sect, since when did he suffer such a 

huge setback? 

During these few days of recuperating, he really hated Xi Yue into her bones. 

However, before he could think of a more sinister plot to frame Xi Yue, his first gave him an astounding 

news. 

This was also the reason why he had to come to Lanxiang Courtyard with his aching body. 

Hexi was really surprised when he saw Li Zhenyu and Ren Xueling. 

They looked extremely anxious and angry, and there were still a lot of people behind them. Such a 

momentum, they seemed like they were here to collect debts. 

Chapter 1003: Drive Away? 

Hexi raised her eyebrows and asked a little surprised, “What did I do?” 

“You’re still pretending to be innocent!!” Ren Xueling gritted his teeth. “Today, all the medicine halls in 

the Tian Gang Kingdom have posted announcements, saying that the medicinal pills in the pharmacies 

will no longer be sold to my Ren Family and my cousin’s… Li Family, aren’t all these done by you?” 

Hexi’s eyes flashed. 

Before she spoke, Gu Liufeng, who was drinking tea on the side, stood up slowly and said, “I announced 

this. Xi Yue really doesn’t know. You can ask me if you have any questions.” 

“It’s you! What are you? You dare to stop those pharmacies from selling medicines to our Ren Family 

from now on?! Do you think I would be afraid of such threats?!” 

Gu Liufeng’s peach blossom eyes narrowed slightly. His eyes were full of coldness. “From the moment 

you insulted Xi Yue, you should have this kind of awareness. Or do you think that Xi Yue can be bullied 

by you at will? When you were arrogant, we watched you arrogantly. Now that you fucked up, don’t 

come to blame us! Your loser look is really too unsightly!” 

Ren Xueling’s face flushed red, looking at Gu Liufeng and Hexi fiercely as if she tore them in pieces the 

next moment. 



Lu Zhixi, who still lived in the east wing of Lanxiang Courtyard, rushed over when she heard the news. 

Seeing Ren Xueling’s infuriated look, she quickly asked: “Xueling, what happened?” 

As soon as Ren Xueling heard Lu Zhixi’s question, her eyes became red as she said in a sobbing tone, 

“Senior Sister, they are bullying us. Not only they disgraced you publicly, they even want to drive away 

my Ren Family!” 

“Drive away?” 

Seeing Lu Zhixi coming out, Li Zhenyu hurriedly stepped forward and said, “Zhixi, you don’t know this 

yet. Early this morning, all the pharmacies in Yongan City published an announcement, listing a series of 

names, including me, Xueling, Doctor Jiang, Peng San and others. Those pharmacies announced that 

they will blacklist us and our family from now on and no longer provide medicinal pills to us. Moreover, 

it is not just Yongan City, but all medicine halls in the Tian Gang Kingdom today all posted this 

announcement.” 

“What?!” Lu Zhixi exclaimed, “How is this possible? Why would these pharmacies do this?” 

“It’s because of these bitches!” Ren Xueling screamed, “They threatened the pharmacies to drive us 

away!” 

Lu Zhixi looked even more startled, “Just them, how could they threaten all the pharmacies in the Cang 

Ming Kingdom?” 

Li Zhenyu and Ren Xueling’s expressions were distorted. 

Gu Liufeng took a step forward and smiled slowly, “I can answer this question for them. Because three 

days ago, I just issued orders to all the branches and supply points of Shengde Hall in Miluo Continent. 

All pharmacies that want to cooperate with Shengde Hall must blacklist the families I listed and never 

provide medicinal pills to them. Otherwise, Shengde Hall will stop cooperating with these pharmacies. 

It’s that simple. “ 

Lu Zhixi’s breathing stopped slightly and her eyes widened. 

Chapter 1004: Bully 

Lu Yin’s laughter was full of sarcasm and contempt; what she said was taken for granted. 

But everyone present, including Lu Zhixi, didn’t laugh at that, but everyone looked unsightly. 

“You don’t know if Shengde Hall is capable of this, then you should know whether I have it, right?” 

Just after Lu Yin’s words, a clear male voice sounded at the entrance of Lanxiang Courtyard, “Please rest 

assured Xi Yue and Brother Gu. Brother Gu’s list has been notified to each branch of the Qingxia Sect 

and passed to all pharmacies in the Tian Gang Kingdom. I can guarantee that they will execute 

accordingly.” 

While talking, a tall and slender man in a green robe appeared at the gate of the courtyard. 

As soon as Shen Qingchuo saw this person, she immediately hurried forward happily, “Uncle, why are 

you here? I miss you so much!” 



The person who came was Shen Sen of the Qingxia Sect and the uncle of Shen Qingchuo. 

Shen Sen knocked his niece on the forehead and smiled angrily, “Miss me a lot? Why didn’t I notice it? I 

thought you were so happy that you were reluctant to come back!” 

Shen Qingchuo’s face flushed, then she shook Shen Sen’s sleeve and said cutely, “Uncle, why are you 

like this? We finally meet, but you still criticize me. But uncle, why are you here??” 

Shen Sen patted Shen Qingchuo’s hand before smiling and said, “Chuo Er, you shouldn’t be the one who 

says that. Mr. Xi is our most important guest of the Qingxia Sect. He came to Cang Ming Kingdom and 

you didn’t even notify me to let our Qingxia Sect welcome him? As a result, I got the news from Brother 

Gu.” 

Shen Qingchuo’s cheeks were even more flushed, and she did not speak for a long time. 

I of course wanted to inform grandfather and my parents in Qingxia Sect that Xi Yue had come to the 

Cang Ming Kingdom. 

However, when they meet Xi Yue, wouldn’t they also meet Gu Liufeng? 

At the thought of such a scene, she couldn’t help feeling anxious. She just wanted to postpone such a 

day a little bit later. 

However, before Shen Qingchuo could answer, Lu Zhixi frowned and said, “Elder Shen, what did you 

mean?” 

Shen Sen seemed to see Lu Zhixi at this moment, and he couldn’t help being startled. “It turned out to 

be Fairy Zhixi. Nice to meet you.” 

Lu Zhixi couldn’t help feeling aggrieved when she was being ignored by Shen Sen just now. 

When is my sense of existence so low? Or is this Shen Sen deliberately pretending to disgrace me? 

At this time, seeing Shen Sen, the people who had come in with Ren Xueling and Li Zhenyu couldn’t help 

but surround him, shouting outrageously. 

“Elder Shen, as the leader of the Qingxia Sect, of the Cang Ming Kingdom, how can you bully us like 

this?” 

“Yeah! Our Peng family and Qingxia Sect have no grievances and no grudges. Why do you forbid us to 

buy medicine in the pharmacies?” 

“Elder Shen, when did Qingxia Sect start to listen to a little Shengde Hall? Is Shengde Hall worthy of 

that? It’s just a pharmacy in a small country like Jin Ling Kingdom. Are the people of the Qingxia Sect 

going crazy? They actually listen to a small pharmacy?!” 

Chapter 1005: Revenge 

“In addition, did you wrong me Qingxia Sect and Shengde Hall? The order issued is that you are not 

allowed to buy medicinal pills supplied by Qingxia Sect and Shengde Hall. We didn’t restrict you for 

buying ordinary medicinal pills!” 



As he said, he smiled gently and nodded toward Li Zhenyu. He said with a leisurely expression, “By the 

way, Elder Li, since you are here, there is no need for me to find you again. Elder Li, please tell your 

great elder that the meridians cleansing pill and the best spirit healing pill pre-ordered for next month 

by the Li family can only be cancelled due to the news announced this time.” 

Afterward, he glanced at Ren Xueling with a gentle smile, “Oh, it turns out that Miss Ren is here too. 

That’s great. Please go back and tell your father that the bone muscle enhancement pill he ordered, we 

Qingxia Sect also won’t be unable to provide. Of course, we will double the deposit you paid!” 

Shen Sen’s remarks were gentle and polite, but they sounded like thunder in the ears of everyone 

present. 

All the people present were instigated by Li Zhenyu, and they more or less participated in the action to 

frame Hexi. 

Under Nangong Yu’s instructions, Bai Hu found out the identities and origins of these people almost 

immediately, then he gave the list to Gu Liufeng. 

When these people just received the news that “Shengde Hall blacklisted their family”, they even 

laughed like Lu Yin. 

Just a mere Shengde Hall, they really think they are something? Haha, they actually want to blacklist us? 

What a joke! 

But, soon, they couldn’t laugh anymore. 

Because after the news was announced, they and their families, no matter which pharmacies they went 

to, were told that they could only buy ordinary medicinal pills on the market. They couldn’t buy a single 

one of the best quality medicinal pills provided by Qingxia Sect. 

Even some families, who had been waiting for half a month and finally got the chance to preorder, were 

rejected by the pharmacy with just one sentence. 

At this time, they panicked. So after learning about the relationship between Shengde Hall and Xi Yue, 

they followed Ren Xueling and Li Zhenyu early in the morning to question them. 

Ren Xueling’s expression was even more distorted at this time. She was so angry that her entire body 

trembled. 

The bone muscle enhancement pill ordered by her father was originally intended for her and his 

younger brother. Originally, Qingxia Sect was willing to let them pre-order earlier because she was the 

daughter of the Doctors Association’s president. 

Her father had been praising her after he knew that the bone muscle enhancement pill would arrive. His 

brother was also full of expectations. She herself was planning to use bone muscle enhancement pill to 

improve her meridians, then she would break through the bottleneck of the Gold Core Stage. 

But now, not only had her original plan was ruined, but she would also be blamed by her family when 

she returned. 

How could she accept such an ending? 



“You… you are too shameless! You even use your power to revenge!” 

Gu Liufeng couldn’t help but shook his head and laughed, “Miss Ren, are you joking? Revenge? We can 

decide whom should our pills sell to! Is it that we can’t even decide on this?” 

Chapter 1006: Don’t Be So Ruthless 

But now they knew very clearly. 

Everyone knew that Shengde Hall was Xi Yue’s private property. All the medicinal pills belonged to him. 

He could of course decide who should the medicinal pills sell to. 

Everyone in Lanxiang Courtyard looked at each other with unsightly and panicky faces. 

At this moment, Hexi was holding a chess piece in her hand, turning it lightly. She glanced over Gu 

Liufeng, Bai Hu, and finally Nangong Yu. 

Nangong Yu’s eyes were gentle. He was holding a black chess piece, and he placed it gently with a 

leisurely and contented expression. 

Hexi was about to put down the white chess piece in her hand, then she suddenly heard Lu Zhixi saying, 

“Mr. Xi, although you are the young master of Shengde Hall, you use your authority to offend so many 

families for your own private gain. Isn’t this behavior too rash?” 

“Don’t forget, these medicinal pills are not made by you. Have you consulted your master?” 

Hexi smiled slightly and put down the white chess piece, then she stood up and smiled with her hands 

behind her back, “Of course, my master will have no objection. If Fairy Zhixi doesn’t believe it, you can 

go to him and ask.” 

After that, she stopped looking at Lu Zhixi, but she smiled slyly at Nangong Yu, “It’s too noisy here. The 

yard is full of annoying people. Let’s forget about this game. We will play again next time.” 

After she finished speaking, she waved her sleeves, turned around and left. 

As soon as Hexi left, the corners of Nangong Yu’s mouth slowly curled up; he also left the place. 

However, Bai Hu, Qing Luan and others held their fist to refrain themselves from laughing out; they all 

entered the room together. 

Princess, you are so bad. What master; is no master at all. 

All medicinal pills are refined by Xi Yue alone. Princess actually asked Fairy Zhixi to ask her Master, who 

should Fairy Zhixi ask? 

For a while, the people in the Lanxiang Courtyard walked away completely. Only those, who looked 

furious, unwilling and helpless, were left here. A hint of fear and panic surged in everyone’s mind. 

Especially those who were instigated by Li Zhenyu to turn against Xi Yue, they glared furiously at Li 

Zhenyu, and they were full of regret. 

If they knew this would happen, they wouldn’t be tempted by Li Zhenyu’s little profit to go against Xi 

Yue! 



Gu Liufeng’s move was so ruthless. What a collective punishment! 

If it was just themselves being retaliated against, then it’s not a big problem. If the family was 

implicated, would they have a good life in the future? 

Now, they wanted to kowtow to beg for mercy, but would the other party still give them this 

opportunity? 

Seeing that Hexi and others had left, Shen Sen shook her head with a smile, cupped her fist toward 

everyone in the courtyard, and prepared to leave. 

However, Lu Zhixi took a step forward and blocked Shen Sen’s path, “Elder Shen, don’t be so ruthless, 

Qingxia Sect has always been righteous and chivalrous, can’t Elder Shen forgive everyone here?” 

Shen Sen stopped and said with a gentle expression, “Fairy Zhixi, as I said just now, all the medicinal pills 

of Qingxia Sect are provided by Shengde Hall. Since Shengde Hall is unwilling to sell to these families, I 

can only act accordingly. Please forgive me Fairy Zhixi.” 

Chapter 1007: Coercion and Bribery 

Shen Sen was taken aback, staring at Lu Zhixi with scorching eyes, “What does Fairy Zhixi mean?” 

Lu Zhixi showed a deep smile on her face, “Zhixi knows that Qingxia Sect has not been easy to buy 

medicinal pills in the past few years, so it has cooperated with Shengde Hall, but what if the Doctors 

Association is willing to cooperate with Qingxia Sect? Elder Shen are you willing to consider changing 

partners?” 

Shen Sen frowned slightly. He was about to shook his head to refuse. 

Lu Zhixi said in a low voice, “Elder Shen, please consider carefully before answering. It is said that the 

medicinal pills that Shengde Hall can provide so far are only the fourth grade. Is Elder Shen sure that you 

don’t need the help of the Doctors Association in the future?” 

After speaking, she paused before continuing, “I’m not asking Elder Shen and Shengde Hall to stop 

cooperating, but I hope Elder Shen can persuade Shengde Hall to cancel this decision so that everyone 

present can continue to buy medicinal pills freely. If Elder Shen agrees, then the Doctors Association and 

Qingxia Sect are allies, otherwise… if Qingxia Sect asks the Doctors Association in the future for help, 

Zhixi will not know what will happen.” 

This was the first time that Lu Zhixi really threatened a person. Because of her inexperience, her voice 

even trembled slightly. 

And her mood was very unhappy. 

It seemed that all the bad things in her life appeared here for the first time, and it was all because of one 

person — Xi Yue. 

As soon as Lu Zhixi said this, all the people looked hopeful. 

Compared with Shengde Hall and Qingxia Sect, even a fool knew that Qingxia Sect had more say. Maybe, 

Shengde Hall was 1 of Qingxia Sect’s industries. 



Although Shen Sen kept saying that Qingxia Sect listened to Shengde Hall, none of them would believe 

it. 

Xi Yue was just a kid who was at the Foundation Establishment stage; Shen Sen was a master of the 

Nascent Soul stage. As long as Shen Sen was willing, he must be able to convince Xi Yue. 

However, Shen Sen chuckled lightly without hesitation, sarcastically saying, “Fairy Zhixi is so funny. Even 

without Shengde Hall, Qingxia Sect can’t get those high grade medicinal pills right? Am I too old that I 

lose my memory? How many high grade medicinal pills did the Doctors Association provide us Qingxia 

Sect each year?” 

The supply of medicinal pills from the Feng Family to Qingxia Sect had been stuck for a long time. It was 

already good for them to have 10 pills, so what was the difference between offending and not 

offending? 

Not to mention, now with the support of the Shengde Hall, the disciple of the Qingxia Sect were high 

spirited and refreshed. They didn’t have to be threatened by the Doctors Association anymore. 

Lu Zhixi suddenly squinted her eyes, approached Shen Sen, and said in a voice that almost only 2 of 

them could hear, “Then if I say, as long as Qingxia Sect is willing, our Doctors Association will provide all 

the medicinal pills of the Feng Family’s portion to the Shen Family?” 

Shen Sen’s eyes widened suddenly; his face was full of disbelief. 

Lu Zhixi saw Shen Sen’s expression, and she smiled with satisfaction. She didn’t believe that Shen Sen 

could resist such a huge temptation. 

In fact, what she said to Shen Sen today was not just for the sake of fighting with Xi Yue. 

Since the successive incidents happened in the Feng Family, the status of the Feng Family in the Miluo 

Continent had plummeted again and again. When Liu Li Sect was destroyed, the Feng Family almost had 

no power. 

Chapter 1008: Can’t Tell Good from Bad 

In Lu Zhixi’s view, Qingxia Sect’s comprehensive strength even surpassed Feng Family, and Qingxia Sect 

could almost be regarded as the Shen Family. 

If the Shen Family could be supported as a puppet of the Doctors Association, it would obviously be 

more suitable than the current Feng Family. 

However, to Lu Zhixi’s expectation, Shen Sen was just surprised for a moment before saying with a faint 

smile, “Thank you Fairy Zhixi for your kindness, but we have a good cooperation with Shengde Hall now, 

so I don’t want to consider changing partner yet. If Fairy Zhixi has nothing else for me, then I’ll leave 

first.” 

After finishing speaking, he didn’t even look at Lu Zhixi’s reaction and didn’t wait for Lu Zhixi to say 

anything; he just turned around and left. 

Lu Zhixi stood there with a stunned expression, looking at the back of Shen Sen’s resolute figure. She 

couldn’t recover her senses for a long time. 



Rejected? Shen Sen rejected? 

The conditions I offered is dreamed of by many families, but this man actually rejected?! 

An unspeakable anger surged in Lu Zhixi’s heart. This anger even made her unwilling and hated even 

more than her being ashamed by Xi Yue in public. 

When is the dignified Doctors Association, in the eyes of others, inferior to Shengde Hall and Xi Yue? 

Ren Xueling, who listened to their conversation, stomped her feet fiercely and cursed loudly, “What 

Qingxia Sect’s elder, I think he has a problem with his brain! He didn’t even put our Doctors Association 

in his eyes. Really can’t tell good from bad! Senior sister, there will always be times when they regret it!” 

Lu Zhixi’s eyes were dark, and the hands hanging beside her were clenched into fists. 

That’s right, I will definitely make all these people regret it! 

Lu Zhixi and Ren Xueling were full of anger, thinking about how to make Qingxia Sect and Xi Yue regret in 

the future. 

However, the people in the yard looked at each other in panic when they saw the result. 

Not long ago, Qingxia Sect was also short of medicinal pills due to Feng Family, and the cultivation 

among their disciples wasn’t smooth. Many of the unsettled outer disciples even switched to other 

factions such as the Yunlan Sect. 

However, they suddenly had a large amount of top and upper grade medicinal pills. 

Not only was there ample supply in the sect, but there was even a margin for public sale. Those 

disciplines that left the Qingxia Sect were really regretful. 

Because now Qingxia Sect not only inner disciples, but outer disciples would also get a certain amount of 

best quality pill every year. 

That was the best quality pill! It couldn’t be bought even with money in the market out there! 

The large number of medicinal pills that Qingxia Sect suddenly took out caused many discussions 

throughout Tian Gang Kingdom. 

At the beginning, everyone guessed that a pill refining master suddenly appeared in Qingxia Sect, but 

how could a pill refining master refine such a huge amount of medicinal pills, this was where most 

people were puzzled. 

Today, this mystery had finally been solved. It turned out… that the medicinal pills of Qingxia Sect were 

all provided by Shengde Hall! 

The little Shengde Hall could provide such a huge amount of best quality pills, what kind of power was 

behind them? 

Although the best quality pill was ridiculously high in price, the effect was amazing. 

Chapter 1009: Regret 



How can such horrible and powerful medicinal pills not make everyone yearn for and scramble to buy? 

It was okay if they hadn’t tasted it before, but now that they had tasted the benefits, they suddenly say 

that they were not available. 

Wasn’t this killing them? 

Thinking of this, the eyes of these people looking at Lu Zhixi and others with grievances. 

Of course, they hated Li Zhenyu more, but no one knew now that Li Zhenyu did all this for Lu Zhixi. 

Wasn’t their predicaments caused by Lu Zhixi indirectly? 

Lu Zhixi’s face turned green and white. 

I have always been the favored one since I was a child; I have always accepted praise from the others. 

The others only have envy and admiration in their eyes when seeing me. When did I she such 

treatment? 

All this is because of Xi Yue! 

Lu Zhixi took a deep breath, and she put up a gentle and moving smile before apologized slightly, “You 

can blame Zhixi for indirectly causing this to happen to you. I really feel sorry. I didn’t expect that Mr. Xi 

and Elder Shen would be so ruthless. But…” 

She paused. The apology on her face turned into self-confidence and comfort, “However, don’t worry, 

you are hated by Mr. Xi more or less because of me. To apologize, as long as you buy medicinal pills 

from the pharmacies under the Doctors Association, you will have an 80% discount.” 

Ren Xueling nodded vigorously and said, “Yeah! Why should you be threatened by that bitch? Huh, who 

wants his medicinal pills! Is there still a shortage of medicinal pills in our Doctors Association?” 

The people present looked at each other, but no one felt happy, they were still dejected. 

Even Ren Xueling and Li Zhenyu looked unsightly when they would be blamed by their families for not 

getting those best quality medicinal pills. 

Although there were many medicinal pills from the Doctors Association, how could those best quality 

pills be good? 

They heard that the Doctors Association bought a lot of this best quality pill and went back to study, but 

so far there was still no result. 

This result was expected. If the Doctors Association was capable of refining such magical medicinal pills, 

they wouldn’t wait until now. 

Haiz… They once again deeply regretted that they offended Xi Yue for Fairy Zhixi. 

=== 

Early the next morning, Zhuge Feng sent Divine Soul Jade gratefully. 



Hexi was very happy to get Divine Soul Jade. This was the purpose of their trip. With this Divine Soul 

Jade, she could restore Xiao Chi’s sanity a little bit. 

But Bai Hu and Gu Liufeng were happier than Hexi. Because they got Divine Soul Jade, it meant that they 

won the bet that involved the entire people of Yongan City. 

What they were about to earn would be the wealth of the entire Yongan City. 

Thinking about the dejected faces of those smug people who bet on Fairy Zhixi before, Bai Hu felt very 

delighted. 

The 2 walked leisurely all the way in the direction of Changlefang. 

When passing a pharmacy, an angry male voice came from inside. 

“Why don’t you let me buy the best quality pill? I ordered the bone muscle enhancement pill months 

ago. It’s finally my turn to buy it…” 

Chapter 1010: Couldn’t Buy Medicinal Pills 

“What?! Our Zou Family is on the blacklist and we will not get the best quality pill in the future? Why?!” 

Before the staff could speak, a young discipline wearing Qingxia Sect costume walked up and sneered, 

“If you want to know, why don’t you go back and ask your son or brother. I believe they must be very 

clear why did Qingxia Sect and Shengde Hall blacklist them.” 

The Zou Family person who wanted to buy the best bone muscle enhancement pill looked pale, then he 

said angrily, “Li Hai, come here. You are not from the Zou Family. Now order the best quality pills in this 

shop for me. Even if I have to wait 3 months, I’ll accept it!” 

A tall and burly man quickly walked out from behind the Zou Family person, and he said to the staff, “I 

want to order the best bone muscle enhancement pill 3 months later. If 3 months is not enough, I can 

wait 4 months.” 

“I’m really sorry, customer. It’s not that we don’t want to sell, but…” 

Upon seeing this, Qingxia Sect disciple couldn’t help but sneer with his arms folded, “Brother, if you are 

the servant of the Zou Family, then you are also on the blacklist. If not, then I advise you not to do this 

kind of stupid thing. Because the announcement is very clear that if someone resells medicinal pills to 

people in these families, they will also be blacklisted once they are found out. If you bought medicinal 

pills for someone from the Zou Family, then from then on, your Li Family will no longer be eligible to buy 

medicinal pills produced by Qingxia Sect and Shengde Hall!” 

As soon as this statement came out, the burly man named Li Hu staggered, and his hand that had been 

stretched out also retracted like he was getting an electric shock. 

The man surnamed Zou stared in horror, then he looked at Li Hu viciously, “I ask you to buy medicinal 

pills, do you hear me?” 

But this time, no matter what he said, the burly man named Li Hu dared not say 1 more word. 



Although he himself, as the martial artist hired by the Zou Family, had long given up to advance, he had 

a precious son with great talent. Li Hu still wanted to earn enough money to buy the best quality 

meridians cleansing pill in the future! 

If I can’t work in the Zou Family, I can just work for another family. But if I can’t buy the best quality pill 

in the future, how can my precious son advance in the future? 

Seeing that Li Hu would no longer buy for him and the onlookers pointed at him, verbally treating them 

from the Zou Family as scourges. 

The man surnamed Zou was filled with hatred. He left bitterly with a red face. 

I must go back and check! To check clearly which little bastard caused me to not be able to buy 

medicinal pills and to be ashamed in public! 

=== 

After watching the excitement, Bai Hu and Gu Liufeng continued to walk to Changle Gambling House. 

On the way, Bai Hu couldn’t help smiling next to Gu Liufeng and said, “Brother Gu, your trick is really 

dirty. Haha… I didn’t expect that Brother Gu, you look gentle on the surface, but your heart is so black.” 

 


